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Art. 1V.—WNotice of a Grant engraved on Copper, found at Kumbhi 

in the Saugor Territory.—By the Editors. 

We present our readers with another Zamba Patra in the original, 

and with a translation which we have made. Dr. SriusBury has obli- 

gingly presented this valuable relic of antiquity to the Asiatic Society. 

He writes, that ‘“ the two Copper plates joined by a ring seal were 

“dug up at Kumbhi, on the right bank of the Herun river, thirty-five 

* miles north-east of Jabalpoor, and were forwarded by Major Low, 

“ Magistrate of this district. The letters engraved on the plates are 

‘in great preservation, and from their date upwards of 900 years old, 

*‘ corresponding nearly with inscriptions in stone in the same character 

(facsimiles of which were forwarded by the late Major Franx.in to 

the Society). ‘Something may be gleaned of the period when a large 

* city existed, only six miles west of Jabalpoor, now to be traced by 

* little more than mounds of bricks and cut stones.” 

The skill and kindness of Lieut. Kirrox, has enabled us to prepare 

a plate exhibiting facsimiles of the seal and specimen of the letters, — 

together with a table which shews the alphabet of the plates in juxta- 

position with the modern Nagri alphabet. The character of the plates 

approaches that of the Rajgarh slab, of which we published the inscrip- 

tion in our March number by oversight. 

Lieut. Kirror’s neat engraving was published in our May number ; 

to which we refer our readers. The Seal is that of Sri-mar Visaya 

Sinena Deva. The Legend is Durca in her form Mana Laxmi 

supported by two Elephants. At the foot is the Bull of Siva. 

The grant gives us eight generations of the Kula-Churi dynasty, 

beginning with Yuva Raga Deva, who was a descendant of the re- 

| nowned Karrra Viryya of the race of BHARAT. 
“iV 

Yuva’ Rasa Deva 

KOoKALLA 

GaNGEYA DEva 

Karna Deva married AVALLA Devi 

Yasus Karma Deva 

Gaya Karna married ARHANA DeEvI 

pe a SE pa 

Nar Sincu Deva Visaya SInGH m Ga’saALta Devt 

AsAYA SINGH DeEva 
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Asaya Sincu Deva, Visaya SINGH, as heir apparent, by order of 

his mother Ga’saLa makes the grant to the Brahmin Sirya Sarma, 

in the year Sambut 932, or a. p. 876, It-is more ancient by 87 years 

than the Raygarh inscription communicated by Captain Borr. 

This grant does not give us any important information. We obtain 

from it however for eight generations a line of Rajas who ruled in those 

parts, and it will be observed that a remote ancestor of the grantor 

married a Hun. Unless this be a poetic fiction, it may imply that 

Hindu princes in remote times assumed some latitude in the selection 

of wives,—more perhaps than is allowed by the strict law. We presume 

that the Huns were not true Hindus. We have also the designation of 

the highest officers of Church and State. The high priest,—the chief 

Confessor—the Prime Minister—the Chief Councillor—the Principal 

Secretary for foreign affairs—the Chief Justice—the incorruptible Super- 

intendent of Police—and the Chamberlain. The titles given to the 

ruling prince are most elaborate. Amongst his dependent chieftains are 

enumerated the Gaja-pati, Aswa-pati, and Nara-pati—titles peculiar 

probably to particular chieftains. The grant, for redundancy, might be 

envied by an English conveyancer. The quaintness of some of the old 

Hindu names may be also observed from this grant. Several of the 

names are quite obsolete. 

The initial verses of the grant are not devoid of merit, but are not 

so elaborate as the poem on the Rajgarh slab.* The perorations of 

grants of this class have always many verses in common, of which some 

seem to be puranik quotations. These deprecatory and imprecatory 

verses occur with various readings. We have copied, with alterations 

suitable to our text, Mr. Colebrooke’s versions of a few; one,—the 

forty second verse—is of peculiar beauty and dignity, and in the 

translation the classical pen of that distinguished orientalist may be — 

recognized. The imprecations against the resumer are terrific: perhaps 

they were prophetic. ‘‘ That rascal who by delusion of avarice, &c.” 

_ The inscription was.composed by Batsa Raya Dasa-Mulika, or 

Dasa-Mou1, the chief Justice who witnessed the gift. We have | 

been much puzzled by this unusual term. It seems to be a title de- 

noting the capacity of the dignitary for business. There are a few ortho- 

graphical errors in the plate, which we have noticed. They seem due — 

to the ignorance of the engraver, the “ smith Lema.” 

* See our March No. Art. I. 
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It may be observed that in this and other grants the grantor gives 

the property in the soil, and says nothing of holding tax-free. May it 

be inferred from this, that the Raja was under the old Hindu system con- 

sidered as the owner of all the lands in his dominions, and that where he 

granted in proprietory right, the tax-free tenure or exemption from rent 

to the state, was implied as a matter of course ? 

TRANSLATION. 

Om glory to BrauMa. 

1. That deity () whose navel is a lotus prevails; and so does the 
lotus his navel. Excellent too is the lotus-born god (2) produced 
therefrom ; excellent is his offspring, that Atri; and after them excels 

that luminary beloved by the ocean, who received his birth in the cavity 

of his eye. 
2. That luminary which glides in the erial expanse, like as it were 

a swan on a lake, begat as his son, BopHana(3), the first prince, a son- 

in-law domiciled in the mansion of the lotus-loved luminary (4). 

3. The son of the god, who rules the waters, obtained as his son 

-Purvravas,—him whose concubine was Urvasi ©), endowed with nu- 

merous incomparable qualities and whose wife was Urvara’. 

4. In that race was born Buarata (6). He was enamoured of the. 

earth ( Viswambhara), lovely by her ornament, the ocean, encircling 

her as a girdle, and whose pure glory rivetted as it were on the pillars 

of more than a hundred Aswamedhas is proclaimed by the Yamuna. 

__ 5. Inhis race, excellent is that Karrra-Viryya, that warrior wielding 
without effort every weapon, as if by second nature. Then he supplied 

the name of Raja (7) to the Hare-spotted luminary, the progenitor of | 
his race. 

6. That monarch, the lord of kings (firm as the snowy mount), be- 
_ gat the Kulachuri race, distinguished by pata spotless in their con- 
_ duct like pure pearls. 

| 7. In his‘line was the king Yova-Rasa-Deva, foremost of the 

(1) Brauma. (2) VISHNU... (3) Alias Bupua, the regent of Merury, or the 
Planet itself. (4) The Sun. Mercury is said to be domiciled in the mansion of his 
-father-in- law the Sun, from his approach to that luminary in parts of its orbit. 
(9) The celestial courtezan. (6) Buarart is the king, by whose name INp1IAa is 
yet designated, Bharata Varsha. (7) Shining. (8) InpRa. 
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8. Of that lord of the world, the principal ministers placed on the 

throne his son Koxatua, whose expanded armies (consisting of four 

arms (9)) were stopt by conflict with the four seas ;— 

9. Of whom going forth afar, the glory shewed like a forsaken woman, 

far surpassing white sandal wood ; it reproved the lustre of the moon, 

and eclipsed a string of pearls. 

10. Whose son was Ganceya-Deva, the lord of the fortune of the 

bold,—a falling thunder-bolt on the heads of his enemies,—by his arm, 

surpassing the length of a city bar. He whose face was decked with 

smiles, and whose broad chest shewed like an emerald tablet. 

11. To whom was dear the abode at the root of the holy fig tree 
at Prayag. When he had obtained emancipation in a better world 
with his hundred wives, his son Kama-Deva reverenced the various 

quarters by pearls extracted from the frontal orbs of elephants, rent 

by his sword. 

12. By whom was created a pillar in honor of Brauma, called 

Kurnavati, as if the mansion of that divinity in this nether world,—the 

foremost abode of the virtuous,—the root as it were of the twining plant 

of theology, and the diadem of the stream flowing from heaven. 

13. By that lord of the Kuluchuri race, on his wife Avatua Devt, — 

another Laxmr produced from the ocean of the race of Huna, was 

begot YasaskarMA Deva, adorned with glory co-extensive with the — 

billows of the ocean, swelling as they did in the doubt of the rise of the — 

luminary who cherishes the hare. (10) | 

14. Of whose enemies, for an instant, the condition was as if they had — 

repaired to the banks of some lake in the cavity of some great hill, and — 

there perceiving their images in the water like a confronting enemy, | 

they hear the echo of the words “he is come,” interchanged in their ter- | 

ror. What beyond this? | 

15. His son was Gaya-Karwna, of great renown ; whose mistress | 

was the earth stained(1!) as if replete with the blood, from the throats | 

of his powerful enemies wounded in war. | 
16. Eager to expand the canopy of his glory in all quarters, adorned | 

with virtue and robed in majesty,—by whom planted, the aoe of grief | 

rankles in the hearts of the beloved of his enemies. 

17. On his Rani, Akuana Devt, he begat a son, Nara Sineua, lord | 

of men ;—as if a sentient effort on volition. | 

(9) The four angas or arms of an army are elephants’ cavalry, cars, and infantry. | 
(10) The play on the words is lost in the translation. The damsel separated from | 

her lover in Hindu Poetry reproaches the moon. This is a strong hyperbole, 

(11) A pun is lost. 
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18. By largesses of gold (hiranya) and clothes (kasipa) did he 

shew great love to the learned (vibudha (12) ) and robbed of his pride 
the god of love, by eclipsing his beauty. 

19. Who in the hands of Brahmins placed five or six gifts, in the form 

of drops of water—and they with these, quenching their thirst, abashed 
the ocean which abounds in gems. (13) 

20. That sagacious king, who extended his popularity, gratified sup- 

pliants with presents commensurable with his weight and other gifts. 

21. Who not less than Paras Ram (14) produces envy,—making the 

world the dominion of Brahmins by destruction of the Kshatrayas. 

22. His younger brother was the king Jaya Sincu Deva, served by 
valiant kings; by whose liberality its glory eclipsed,—Raga Baur, an- 

other heavenly tree, withered beneath the surface of the earth. (19) 
23. On hearing of the coronation of Jaya Sincu Deva, the king. 

of Guirjara deserted his weak kingdom, so also the TurusuxKa ; while 

the chieftain of Kuntala neglected amorous dalliance ; other kings too 
daffing the world aside, fled beyond the ocean. 

24. Of the moon, of whose glory by the light the atmosphere being 

rendered brilliant, the descending flocks of birds hardly appeared white. 

25. Excellent is his son, the king Visaya Sineu, a lion amidst his 

defeated enemies—a ray reposing on the firmament—a sun on earth, 

adorned by wide extending glories, the abode of amiable qualities, and 

the shrine of auspiciousness. 

26. May she be honored, the illustrious Ga’saLa Devi, of whom,—the 

sight is as a shower of nectar,—proximity a pure treasure,—and the 

voice like the rare gem Chintamani (16) 

Prose. 

The chief object of homage—the Inpra of the world—the divinity of 

‘dependent kings—foremost of the devout in the contemplation of the 

feet of Va/ma-Deva(!7)—a god amongst principal and inferior kings— 
the chief of the devotees of Srva—lord of TVrikalinga—lord of the 

three principalities of the Gaja-pati,. Aswa-pati, and Nara-pati—of 

the victorious Visaya Sincu Deva, the heir apparent prince AgaYya 

(12) A double sense pervading this is lost. (13) A preliminary rite preceding 
_ gift is pouring some drops of water on the palms of the donee. (14) Visunu 

assumed the form of Parus-Ram to quell the pride of the XaTrRiyas. (15) Rasa 
_ Batt is celebrated for his liberality. Wisunvu, as the dwarf, asked him for three feet 

of soil which were granted. But the god’s expanded feet embraced the whole world. 
_ Unable to keep his promise, the king was condemned to hell. (16) Chintamani is a 

| fabulous gem, supposed to yield its possessor whateyer may be required—( WiLsown). 

_ (17) Siva, 

oR 
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Sinen Deva, son of the great Rani convened the following persons, — 

Sarva AcHa’rgya Buatraraka, the great minister,—Vipya Darva, 

the Raj-Guru,—the Pandit Yasnapuara the chief Porohit,—the lord 
Srikiki, the great councillor, pre-eminent in faith,—the Lord Dasa 

Muxma, Barsa-Rasa, the chief judge (18) and reporter of state 
affairs(19),—the lord PurusnortTaMa, the principal secretary for foreign 

affairs(20),—the great chamberlain (2!),—-the incorruptiblesuperintendent 

of the police (22),—the treasurer (23),—-the master of the horse and ele- 
phants,—also other persons resident of the village about to be given. After 

this, as becometh, he addresses, explains, and orders thus: “‘ Be it known 

“to you, Sumbut 932, on the anniversary of the age, at Srimantipuri 

“with my assent, by my mother Ga’saLta Devi, who had according to 

‘‘ ordinance bathed in the Narmada, and worshipped Manapeva for the 

“ sake of augmenting the merit and glory of her parents and self, to the 

“ Brahman SirHa Sarma (the son of Cuuitu Pandit, grandson of 

“ Sutyana Pandit, and great-grandson of Janarpana Pandit, follower 

“‘ of the metrical veda(24) of the Sdvarna Gotra, and devoted to the five 

“ Pravaras(2))—Buargava CayavaNna ApNavaNn AurRva JAMA 
“‘DaGNn) was given, under a grant, the village Choralaga, in the 

“* Patala of Sambala, limited by four boundaries, but exclusive of such 

“‘ four limits,—together with pasture for kine, water and land, mango 

“« trees and honey, salt-mines, salt-pits,—-with right of ingress and egress, 

‘“‘ with wilds and marshes, with trees and grass, and so forth rising 

‘spontaneously, (part obliterated,) together with woods and forests, 

*“‘ without any let or hindrance. This is the prayer of the giver.” id 

27. Ra’maBmapRa again and again exhorts all those future rulers 

of the earth: this universal bridge of virtue for princes, is to be pre- 

served by you from time to time. : 

28. And itis said. By many kings, Sagara as well as others, the | 

_ earth has been possessed. Whose-so-ever has been the land, his has then | 

been the fruit. 

29. He who takes a single tolah of gold, a cow, a finger even of land, 

abides in hell until the general annihilation. 

30. The resumer of land is not expiated by one thousand pools, by a 

hundred sacrifices of horses, by the gift of ten million of kine. 

31. He who resumes land, whether given by himself or by another, 

is born an insect; in ordure, and sinks with his forefathers. 

(18) Mahaxa patalika. (19) Maha pradhanartha lekhi. (20) Maha sandhi- 

vigrahika. (21) Maha pratihara. (22) Dushta sadhya chara dhyaxa. 
(23) Bhanda garika. (24) Sama Veda. (25) Each Gotra has its tutelary 

ot Patriarchal Rishi. The Pravaras are the companions of the Rishi. 
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32. Furrowed by the plough, together with seed,—in proportion as he 

gives culturable land acquired by himself, does he abide in heaven. 

33. The giver of land dwells sixty thousand years in heaven. The 

resumer and the abetter live so many years in hell. 

34. They who seize property dedicated to the gods or Brahmins are 

born black snakes, residing in dry caves, in woods destitute of water. 

35. Wrongly taken, or caused to be taken, of the taker or causer, the 

race until the seventh degree burns. 

36. Those of our lineage say—This gift is to be respected. The for- 

tune of men is fickle, like bubbles of water ; gift is the fruit of another, 

and therefore to be preserved. 

37. For the benefit of the subject, the wise should regard fixed 

ordinances. That rascal who by delusion of avarice resumes, suffers a 

miserable existence. 
38. The gifts, which have been here granted by former princes, 

producing virtue, wealth, and fame, resemble orts and vomited food. 

What pure man would resume them ? 

39. He who receives lands, and he who gives, both are virtuous 

doers, and certainly go to heaven. 
40. A conch, a coach, a parasol, lands, a horse, a good elephant, are 

the indications of land-giving. This is the fruit, Oh Puranpara. 
4]. In this race and in another race whoever may be king, of him 

a suppliant, I beg with clasped hands—Let him not resume this grant. 

42. This sovereignty of the earth totters with the stormy blast ; 

the enjoyment of a realm is sweet but for an instant; the breath of 

man is like a drop of water on the lip ofa blade of grass ;—virtue is the 

greatest friend in the journey to the other world. 

43. Born in my race or in the race of other kings, those stern 

monarchs of futurity who may preserve the lands of gods and priests, 

in honor of them do I place my clasped hands to my forehead. 

Prose. 

Written by Barsa Rasa, son of Srt Doarma removing wounds, a 

stranger, and capable of ten works. The Pundit Srr Kesava caused to 
be written, and the smith named Lema engraved. Be there auspi- 
ciousness. 
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Saat TAIT | 

safe qasaTaAea ALTA Si 

aaa sata ARATSMAAT ATT A: | 

ag wate @ aearaeqafaerzuu 

wey Safa Bea aTaaTASaTaE 

AA TaAaTa(SIAGA TEAAMTASHANTATITE | 
aaa AAIFIAT TAT AMTATATMASTACTIM ST: 2 

Ta TECTIA CAAT FF 

Faey TARA Aas | 
WMA TASITAATTINATTATAT 

TATA THAATSTILT FT UR! 

sara faa vatfenafrae 

qaragayatafatamathe: | 
Va feuLaCaa TAU aa 

framrcrgyrch WCAT TAT 1131 

CAN] SAAC A TALAT ST 

Ta Brean T ATANA: | 
aaa Raaqrerayegfa 

asifaara weet aracice: wa 

a fe xa “oak iSite WaATyAT WAT | 

aaratufafcarrerg st: Ta Hulafata: ei 

(a) In original @& is erroneously written. 
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aaeIs TIAA Wal Aeeg: 

aeettiars Tet aTet Vara: 

Area eT eayTTT ATA ATS 

faatreraafeyant aaUses sy Ins) 

friars qufafeearea aq 
AEC TAA aT TATA SM: 

HACAAUT ATS IANS 
VISTA ATC H AAA EI 

aeeaat farrefa STS 
WU TAA TIA | 

aa wy RAT Wala 

faalfartta afar AAA Net 

acarafuaen saat: ferareat 
areafcazey Waa saa | 

farcfer afersrarat Beet Feet 
OPAC TT WMATA 11% of 

Wa marraaaeatraaaeat 

aig waa qfetttreys afai 
Taper yeaa cancte zea 

TATA ee aaa RUST LUI 

Bray ura Baal aefaen 

TVTIAT: AQaeray: fHOs | 

TAMIA AT RUA 
WAS TAAAT AMA WRI 

(b) For the dental § miswritten in the plate this is substituted. 
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safest FaTui earfaat sat BUT 

sqgaafauaaeat Blaeraeae ast | 
WHATTIMAT SUE TU Tegal 

AeaAAU AY PALA] T! VSI 

HTT FTAA FABRA 
aofastaatgumafata aeaaetatam: | 

aaa afrzreaia fast fad frre ftaq 
dqrea wuarfad faaat scarlet TAT Vs! 

ARTTCAA wi zqaMAT: Wragaraw xfs TATA | 
AT RAAT AAs CAUSA TSIWA URUACAT NLU 

faniaat feq amtfanraqaeiaa qurfeaa | 

SarCHAT STAY AISA Hae: ASS MAA LEI 

qarreuset acfsratsat | 
vagafrawerat wae BIT Gr NI 
Des =~ 

va fecurafaanfauieatat 

Ha wei fraudatay wyTT | 
deeaare fa ar icaareaa 

fad agreaaaet acfeees: Re 

at gaat wfug wyarfa 

eatfa wer ware Tater | 
aqTT THUIAATYT FT 

TaTHel WAT CITTAT WEI 
i VA 

ARAM Aeiziaederearygeaneta: | 

afantracera arate alsa: Rel 
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(ar wet srquertorsfaren: | 
C. YON iN : 

aig waa gy eagrafecreta LRU 

aeataeh acafawsrfiees: 

weassaacaqe: fRAATUaT! | 
TETAATAAMAT TCFAT 

agifa yarareataat aetta  RRN 

uF ORT q Rast Ta TWAT Y 
eA FAAATTAA THAT ATA aARA | 

mea MAAS EET TACT SAT NT aut: 
METAS vTTET BAT We aTATFTS: RIAU 

wafaaauay at arated l 

aaa Wead wifet waa VSATEla WRI 

causa: saat TRATAT 
sqencaati te fae ATT: 

SRIGRCIGCIGICECICE I ICiG| , 

sata fasafee: deataaee: Ru 

fea: wagfe: efafaarte etary: 
arent farate: aH aAMeAS TST URE 

TY WAASCANTTA ACIATATAT HAAS TATA 
STRUTT TCA ASTC HA STITT ITAA LAAT WLAATE IAT (4 

afm fafa frost aissarserafaarsratarrcatacray sat 
(c) Obscure in the original; supplied by conjecture. 

(d) An orthographical error is corrected. 

(e) Inserted by conjecture. 
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fuifamaferaiecaiaeataa: were: 
Brasifaeza: wera Fatararearercasftagraretae 
a @ 

ATSIC SAT (USAT MICA EA ATTA BTA CASAC TATA 
aeTquiaa TeMAefasgy ewafearasg 
aeRreafaatensat TRA ARIMA RITZ ERTA TUT 

Cee a. ; 
VTMAUS TAM CARAT ACU aT A Teaaleeaisyy A 

TRIAAA Ma aAAAIIAIweIaaTS ATaafa alyata 

aararata a | aarfatearequaal | Taq <3e | Batata 

wert aaay aera fates aereied URAC 

aratiaatcrenay qa awtfagga TAGTATTA ATT | 
WAQPRAIT AIG Saat: WANG CATT 
AAAYR: TITTAL TATTTT: ClaAAIL THAI A 

sarees raraqenigetica: 
agranrftaiziaferater: waren wa ararfar 

feta: araild erawaipara aia waa STyATA la TTA 
qrafa wana exiatfaa witsashaare ann sTs 
ufterigguaata ufteaitfaqqaa 9 wieeasee 
WAT TPC TATA MTNA T TAT ATT 
BMIAKIATS ST ASA! | : 

TATeATTATTTTA TA SAT I 

waaay Atfaa: wrfya esta 
VAAL AIT TAA: | 

VATA as BRAT ATUT 
ATIATS UTA AT ATTH: |RI 

(f) Correction. (g) Sie in original. (hr) Here a line is obliterated. 
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asfraqur wat caf: warts: | 
me AT AT PAA AST AST We URE 

YMA AAA! YACATTA FT | 
SCACHATH fet ATATSTYATTT URL 

ASMA AAU BwaaATITT | 

vai alfengiaa afeent a meatal ize 

CATT UCTU IT Tl Bla TAU | 

a fasrai arfarey eat faq ia: we asia RU 

Hae TE TATA aati AeaaTAtay | 

ATA LAs Hal MHMATAT Aa APA [BR 

afemacarty wat sata afi: 
ATS UT AAA F ATATATH TIA RRM 

afcsiacrcay wennlzcartaa: | 
AMAT Had SAAUAETLT: avi 

mearia Eat yfacearsa q Uther | 

SLAT CILAATIT THAT TAAFHSA |NRUII 

FTATCHATRATAL TASTEC fart 
waaay erage 

Vaya eastqecaacrai 
(2) 

ela we Waa: afCaTaAATae (Bell 

(7) In original & 
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wafer feaaa: wertar 

yeny faeta afcareaa | 
al MATAR ECA FUCA 
ae asrea fray FEt ROU 

mate carta ge a ts 
eiatfat wee 

fasateraraafaatta atta 
Hl ATA QTY TATTSSTA BTM 

ufa a: afapetia Ty ya waeRfer | 

way ay Tere fara eat Re 

Wal Wea ST PCITITATATCT: | 

yfaataea fratit Wea FCT Bel 

afeaq drat a a: afaquiatad | 
RITE CATA eH Treat T ThA UB 

qtarataaatag aaurtaresr 

ATITAATS AYR FaaaywayT: | 
WUTTATeasegTAT TTT 

UFH: TAT ULAR HATA BR 

ASMA WATTS TAT AT 
(J) 

eTATUeSHAa YRaaicyat: | 
B apaaecaacfanya: TaUSy 
ant war facfertafateats een 

(7) Correction hazarded. 
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MACLUA BEATA 
fafad aeacsa Seq eat 
afesa sfams Shed | 

SIMA AAMT |W IT 
MecqTrteda poaitlacufweda yw 

SIR RUC CIC SC aa 

ArT. V.—Mr. MippieTon on the Meteors of August 10th, 1839. 

To the Editor of the Asiatic Journal. 

Sir,—I beg to send you an account of several meteors, commonly 

called @rolites, which appeared at Calcutta on the evening of Saturday _ 

the 10th instant, and trust that simultaneous observations in other parts 

of India, may confer upon it scientific value. It is particularly de- 

sirable, that if the same phenomena were witnessed by others, they 

should publish the particulars, since by numerous and varied observa- 

tions alone can any hope of ultimate acquaintance with those yet 

mysterious bodies be entertained. 

At 11 p. m. the atmosphere being particularly clear, my attention was 

attracted by a meteor of comparatively small size, and of a reddish 

colour, like that of the planet Mars, and unaccompanied by any train. It 

first appeared at a point in or near the prime vertical, and having about 

40° of zenith distance, and it disappeared about 30° above the horizon. 

This was, about thirty minutes after, followed by another of far greater 

brilliancy and magnitude, which appeared in nearly the same place and 
followed the same path, projecting behind it a luminous train, stretching 

from the place of its appearance to that of the disappearance of the body, 

and vanishing simultaneously with it. The train while it lasted most dis- 

tinctly marked the path of the @rolite, which appeared to be a curve of 

small curvature; while the height and direction of the body, as indicated 

by it, was such as to have carried it far beyond my horizon. The velocity 

of this meteor, like that of the others, was amazing, carrying it through 

between 50° and 60° in as near as I could guess, about 11 second. At 

five minutes past eleven another appeared in the zenith, and swept along, 

in apparently a straight line, vanishing at about the same elevation above 

(x) In original & 


